Versions of electric circuit and controller design
Unipad Group provides several versions of electric circuits of membrane keypads:
 flexible membrane keypad with electrical layer based on a polymer film
 flexible membrane keypad with wiring on a flexible PCB
 flexible membrane keypad with wiring on a rigid PCB
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Basic characteristics
Table 1: Comparison of different versions of electric circuits
Description
Contact
Mounting electrical
Notes
resistance
components
On a polyester Using the thick Up to 300 Ohm Not recommended The
most
costfilm
film technology
due
to
low effective option
reliability
and
durability
On a flexible PCB The
conductive Up to 50 Ohm
LEDs,
resistors, Flexible PCBs can
with a foiled film
layer is made of
other
SMD- only be one-sided
copper foil, the
components
dielectric is made
of polyester or
polyimide
On a rigid PCB
Standard
PCB Up to 50 Ohm
Any components
The
most
technology
possibilities.
Can
include a built-in
controller.
Version

In membrane keypads, the following types of contacts can be used:
1) normally open, no fixation, with one group of contacts – standard version.
2) normally open, no fixation, with two independent groups of contacts.
3) normally open, no fixation, with consequent closure of two contacts (similar to a digital camera shutter
button) - see the document "Types of tactile effect".

Using a polyester film
The topology of the conductive layer is created according to the thick film technology and gets
based on a polyester film. The output is provided by a flexible extra flat cable with the pitch of 0,5 mm or
more (the standard pitch is 2,54 mm). To protect the elements from the environment they are covered
with a protective polymer or graphite coating.
Advantages:
- simple technology and low cost
- flexibility
Disadvantages:
- inability to mount electrical devices or to solder wires
- high resistance, compared to other versions

Flexible printed circuit board
Flexible PCB are based on foiled polymer films made of polyimide or polyester. The thickness of
the conductive layer (copper foil) is 18 or 35 um. Keypads with flexible PCB have lower contact
resistance and allow electrical component mounting (LEDs, resistors). It is important to note that flexible
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PCB are one-sided, therefore components can only be mounted on the front side, which limits the top
level of those elements.
The output is provided by a flexible extra flat cable with the pitch of 0,5 mm or more (the
standard pitch is 2,54 mm) – similar to a keypad on a polyester film. To protect the elements from the
environment they are covered with a protective polymer or graphite coating.
Advantages:
- low contact resistance
- ability to mount electrical devices and to solder wires
- flexibility
Disadvantages:
- only one-side mounting

Illustration 1: Flexible PCB of a membrane keypad

Rigid printed circuit board
Application of PCB with allows integration of membrane keypads and electric circuits
(controllers, illumination power converter, LED control circuit, etc) together into one structure.
A membrane keypad is placed on the top side of a PCB, whose bottom side remains available for
mounting of elements, controllers and other electric circuits.
The parameters of PCB for membrane keypads are listed in the table below.
Table 2: Parameters of printed circuit boards of membrane keypads

Parameter
Overall dimensions, mm
Thickness, mm
Accuracy class
Protective coating

Value
600х450
0,5 to 3
Up to 5
Tinning, gilding

Specifics of production of printed circuit boards for membrane
keypads
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1) On the top side of the PCB contact pads of the membrane keyboard are placed. Any elements mounted
on the top side of the board must not exceed 1 mm of height, so as not to get over the surface of the front
film of keypad. In most cases, only LEDs are placed on the top layer of a board, while all the other
components are mounted on the lower side.
2) If you start designing a PCB by yourself, we strongly recommend that you contact our specialists for
professional information about the specifics of distribution and topology of contact pads of a membrane
keypad.
3) If possible, use only components for surface mounting. The use of pluggable components leads to a
substantial increase in labor costs and, consequently, the overall cost of the product.
4) For information about ways of mounting of LEDs in a membrane keypad, see the corresponding
document on our website in the section "Membrane keypads".

Electromagnetic compatibility and shielding
The question of EM interference shielding and protection of the electronic circuit from external
fields (or shielding the circuit from its own fields) is crucial in many devices. Our experts have
developed some solutions to this problem (see Illustration 2):
1. Creation of layers of metallization directly on PCB
2. Creation of layers of metallization under the front film of a membrane keypad and under the wiring
layer, which it allows you to completely shield the electrical part of the membrane keypad (except for the
extra flat cable output).
3. Additional shielding of individual elements and edges of keypads with protective adhesive tapes.
All the shielding layers and elements are electrically connected to each other and lead to a slat or a slot.

Illustration 2: Membrane keypad shielding
1 – PCB, 2 – PCB metallization layer, 3 – metallization layer under the front film, 4 –
conductive elements of the membrane keypad, 5 – front film, 6 – shielding of the edges
(metal band)
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Controllers for membrane keypads
To manage a device with a membrane keypad a controller is required. Usually, membrane
keypads are made according to the row-column (matrix) scheme, which allows significant reducction of
the number of signal lines. Controllers are usually based on chipsets (microcontrollers) Atmel, Altera,
PIC, etc.
A membrane keypad controller provides:
- control over the keypad status, generation of an action when a key is pressed/released;
- interface for connection to a computer and/or other devices;
- control over the illumination system, as well as over external devices.
Unipad Group has developed several types of controllers for membrane keypads:
1) UC-01 universal controller.
UC-01 is based on a AT89S8253 microprocessor. The controller has two interfaces for
connection to an IBM PC: a default keypad I2C interface (DIN or mini-DIN types) and an RS-232C
interface. Also, two independent I2C interfaces can be combined so as to arrange cascaded activation of
controllers. A UC-01 controller can manage six LEDs or other low current (up to 20 mA, 5V) chains.
Two circuits with galvanic isolation and a current not exceeding 50 mA at a voltage of 220 V AC or 300
V DC cam be switched.
Table 3: Technical characteristics of UC-01

Parameter
Overall dimensions of the PCB/external design,
mm
Voltage, V
Size of the key matrix
Operating temperature range, °С

Value
35х35х6 / 100х40х8
5
up to 12х16
-40 to +60

Software (firmware) for a UC-01 is finalized individually for each particular product according to
the requirements of the customer.
A controller can be supplied as a separate unit (an open PCB with dimensions of 100h40x8 mm)
or integrated into a customer's PCB/directly into a membrane keypad (if based on a rigid PCB).
2) UC-02 universal controller
This controller fully meet the specification USB HID and PS/2 specification (upon request it can
also be adjusted to RS232).
Programming the controller (configuration of the matrix and scan codes) can be performed by the
manufacturer or by the user with a special utility (on MS Windows).
Table 4: Technical characteristics of UC-02

Parameter
Overall dimensions of the PCB/external design,
mm
Voltage, V
Size of the key matrix
Operating temperature range, °С

Value
20х30х1.5
/
development)
4-5
up to 9х10
-50 to +85

(in
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